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A boy called Seth drowns, desperate and alone in his final moments,
losing his life as the pounding sea claims him. But then he wakes. He is
naked, thirsty, starving. But alive. How is that possible? He remembers
dying, his bones breaking, his skull dashed upon the rocks. So how is he
is here? And where is this place? It looks like the suburban English town
where he lived as a child, before an unthinkable tragedy happened and
his family moved to America. But the neighbourhood around his old house
is overgrown, covered in dust and completely abandoned. What's going
on?

Xiomara has always kept her words to herself. When it comes to standing
her ground in her Harlem neighbourhood, she lets her fists and her
fierceness do the talking.
But X has secrets – her feelings for a boy in her bio class, and the
notebook full of poems that she keeps under her bed. And a slam poetry
club that will pull those secrets into the spotlight.
Because in spite of a world that might not want to hear her, Xiomara
refuses to stay silent.
Jane and Luca's story continues ... but not quite as they had planned.
When challenges and threats from the immortal world of Nissilum rip the
young lovers apart, Jane is bereft. Without Luca's dancing green eyes,
and gentle smile, Jane feels lost, sad and alone. But then a trip to Paris
with her grandmother thrusts her in the path of the amiable Soren - a kindred spirit who may be just the distraction she needs .

One boy, one boat, one tiger . . .
After the tragic sinking of a cargo ship, a solitary lifeboat remains bobbing
on the wild, blue Pacific. The only survivors from the wreck are a sixteenyear-old boy named Pi, a hyena, a zebra (with a broken leg), a female
orang-utan - and a 450-pound Royal Bengal tiger. The scene is set for
one of the most extraordinary and best-loved works of fiction in recent
years.
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Who are you?
What have we done to each other?

Rico knows trouble. He knows the look of it and the sound of it. He
also knows to stay away from it as best as he can. Because if there's
one thing his Romany background has taught him, it's that he
will .always be a suspect. Despite his best efforts to stay on the right
side of the law, Rico is angry and frustrated at the injustices he sees
happening at home and around the world. He wants to do something but what? When he is approached by Speech, a mysterious man who
shares Rico's hacktivist interests, Rico is given the perfect opportunity
to speak out about injustice.

These are the questions Nick Dunne finds himself asking on the morning of
his fifth wedding anniversary, when his wife Amy suddenly disappears. The
police suspect Nick. Amy's friends reveal that she was afraid of him, that she
kept secrets from him. He swears it isn't true. A police examination of his
computer shows strange searches. He says they weren't made by him. And
then there are the persistent calls on his mobile phone. So what really did
happen to Nick's beautiful wife?

A stirring, bold and moving anthology of stories and poetry by top LGBTQ+
YA authors and new talent, giving their unique responses to the broad
theme of pride. Each story has an illustration by an artist identifying as part
of the LGBTQ+ community. Compiled by Juno Dawson, author of THIS
BOOK IS GAY and CLEAN. A celebration of LGBTQ+ talent, PROUD is a
thought-provoking, funny, emotional read.

Charlie is a freshman. And while he's not the biggest geek in the school, he is
by no means popular. Shy, introspective, intelligent beyond his years yet socially awkward, he is a wallflower, caught between trying to live his life and
trying to run from it. Charlie is attempting to navigate his way through uncharted territory: the world of first dates and mixed tapes, family dramas and new
friends; the world of sex, drugs, and The Rocky Horror Picture Show, when all
one requires is that perfect song on that perfect drive to feel infinite. But
Charlie can't stay on the sideline forever. Standing on the fringes of life offers
a unique perspective. But there comes a time to see what it looks like from
the dance floor.

It's 1988. Charlie Bell is still mourning his father, and struggling to figure out
how he feels for his best (girl) friend, CJ. When he gets into trouble one too
many times, he's packed off to stay with his grandparents for the summer.
There his cousin Roxie introduces him to a whole new world: basketball. A
legend on the courts is born. But can Charlie resist when trouble comes
knocking once again?

Afghanistan, 1975: Twelve-year-old Amir is desperate to win the local
kite-fighting tournament and his loyal friend Hassan promises to help
him. But neither of the boys can foresee what will happen to Hassan
that afternoon, an event that is to shatter their lives. After the Russians
invade and the family is forced to flee to America, Amir realises that
one day he must return to Afghanistan under Taliban rule to find the
one thing that his new world cannot grant him: redemption.

When it comes to relationships, Colin Singleton's type is girls named
Katherine. And when it comes to girls named Katherine, Colin is always
getting dumped.Nineteen times, to be exact.On a road trip miles from home,
this anagram-happy, washed-up child prodigy has ten thousand dollars in
his pocket, a bloodthirsty feral hog on his trail, and an overweight Judge
Judy-loving best friend riding shotgun - but no Katherines.

Kyla's memory has been erased,
her personality wiped blank,
her memories lost for ever.
She's been Slated.

Colin is on a mission to prove The Theorem of Underlying Katherine
Predictability, which he hopes will predict the future of any relationship,
avenge Dumpees everywhere, and finally win him the girl.

The government claims she was a terrorist, and that they are giving
her a second chance - as long as she plays by their rules. But echoes
of the past whisper in Kyla's mind. Someone is lying to her, and
nothing is as it seems. Who can she trust in her search for the truth?
Book 1 in the acclaimed SLATED trilogy.
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